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Abstract
we introduce and compare three different modalities to study seismocardiogram (SCG) and its
correlation with cardiac events. We used an accelerometer attached to the subject sternum to get a
reference measure. Cardiac events were then approximately identified using echocardiography. As
an alternative approximation, we used consecutive Cine-MRI images of the heart to capture
cardiac movements and compared them with the experimental SCG. We also employed an
anatomically accurate, finite element base electromechanical model with geometry built
completely from DT-MRI to simulate a portion of the cardiac cycle as observed in the SCG signal.
The preliminary results demonstrate the usability of these newly proposed methods to investigate
the mechanism of SCG waves and also demonstrate the usability of echocardiograph in
interpretation of these results in terms of correlating them to underlying cardiac cycle events.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Seismocardiography is a technique used for analyzing the vibrations generated by the heart;
it is recorded from the surface of the body using accelerometers [1]. During the past century,
extensive research has been conducted on vibration signals that reflect the displacement,
velocity, or acceleration of the body in response to the heart beating viz.: ballistocardiogram
(BCG), seismocardiogram, and mechanocardiogram [2, 3 and 4]. These signals are normally
recorded together with ECG and from these signals an understanding of the
electromechanical performance of the heart can be achieved.

The seismocardiography was first introduced to clinical medicine by J. Zanetti (earthquake
seismologist) and D. Salerno (cardiologist) in 1987. They borrowed the technology used in
seismology to record the cardiac induced vibration from the surface of the body [1]. This
signal was given the name Sternal Ballistocardiography as it was recorded from the sternum
and had similarities to the ballistocardiogram [5]. New sensor technologies have provided
new possibilities for portable and wireless sensors that can be worn under clothing to record
the SCG signal during daily activities. A new line of research has emerged aiming to re-
introduce SCG as a clinical instrument that can be used to noninvasively and inexpensively
diagnose cardiac abnormalities [6 and 7]. A cycle of synchronous SCG and ECG is shown in
Figure 1.

One of the main challenges for the SCG signal is to understand the meaning of its waves and
their relations to underlying cardiac events. Considering the importance of
Echocardiography for clinical cardiology, Salerno and his group used echocardiogram to
relate these waves, to events in the cardiac cycle [8]. Based on their findings they claimed to
be able to relate aortic and mitral valve opening and closure to specific peaks in the SCG
signal. We could not confirm some of the findings as in Salerno’s work, nor could it be
confirmed by another group recently setting up a similar research in France [9]. In
particular, we found that using M-mode, the location of mitral valve opening was closer to
the peak after the point assigned by Salerno. The group in France also could not assess the
mitral valve opening time from their recorded signal. We assumed that this difference might
be due to the fact that echocardiographs existing in early 1990’s, when the Salerno’s
research was conducted, were not as good as the ones we have access to now.

In this research we have again chosen to use echocardiogram measurements as the gold
standard, but we have also used two additional modalities to assist in further investigation of
the origin of waves observed in SCG signal as explained below. There are two reasons to
investigate for alternative solutions besides echocardiography. Firstly, echocardiography has
limitations: being operator dependant, being dependant on the position of the transducer, and
being limited to a few numbers of beats. Secondly, by using the Echo images alone we still
do not clearly know how the underlying cardiac events create the waves observed on SCG as
these cardiac events superimpose on each other and sometimes amplify or decrease each
other’s effects as observed in the final signal recorded from the chest.

It should be noticed that the waves observed in SCG originate either from the heart or from
the blood circulation in the main arteries. Our motivation in this research is to identify and
investigate the waves originating from the heart ventricles by the approaches proposed in
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this paper. We focused on the ventricles in this research for two reasons, Firstly, the
literature on SCG and BCG, stresses on the dominant effect of ventricles on the morphology
of the signal and secondly, our current limitations in terms of model. Thus, the effects of
arterial circulation and atria have not been studied in this research and will be investigated in
future projects.

The research reported in this paper is a collaborative work with a goal of introducing three
different modalities that can be used to study Seismocardiogram and to characterize its
morphology. What we mean by characterization here is to relate each individual wave on the
SCG signal to particular cardiac events. In the first method, image processing techniques
have been applied to consecutive Cine-MRI images to extract SCG. In the second method,
an anatomically accurate canine model of the heart ventricles has been used to simulate a
portion of the cardiac cycle and overall cardiac movement, (a portion of SCG). In the third
method, also used previously, echocardiograph images have been used to identify the waves
observed in the simultaneous SCG signal and to further interpret the results obtained by the
first two methods mentioned above.

II. Methods
In this section, the three modalities used in this study for the investigation of the SCG signal
are briefly introduced.

A. Echocardiograph
It has been hypothesized in previous research that peaks and valleys observed in the SCG
signal correspond to certain cardiac events such as aortic valve and mitral valve opening and
closure. The idea behind our measurements was to further investigate these hypotheses by
synchronous acquisition of Echocardiogram and SCG using GE Vivid-7. For aortic and
mitral valve opening and closure we used M-mode, while for point of rapid ejection and
rapid filling we used continuous Doppler. Figure 2 shows a synchronous Doppler and SCG
that were used to assign the rapid ejection wave. The SCG signal was measured using a high
sensitivity (1000 milivolts/g) accelerometer which was positioned on the sternum. The
accelerometer sensor was factory calibrated, weighed 54 grams, and was connected to a
charge amplifier [5]. The ECG signal was measured in two leads and the R-wave of the
second lead of the ECG signal was used to identify SCG cycles.

B. Cine-MRI
In this study, we used Cine-MRI data base, which are publically available [10]. These de-
noised images are in short axes and include 7 slices with thickness of 10 mm for each time
acquisition and 30 frames [11 and 12]. To obtain heart geometry, we first applied snakes, or
active contours, which have been widely used to locate boundaries of image segmentation.
In this study, a fast minimization of snake model was used for segmenting 30 frames of
Cine-MRI images [12]. This method provided a satisfactory result in extracting
endocardium contours. In addition, epicardium contours were manually obtained. Figure 3a
shows the results of segmentation in different views for a typical image stack. Using endo-
epi contours, we stacked image slices for each time frame and obtained 30 volumes
representing heart geometries and contraction for a cardiac cycle. By computing derivatives
of this displacement we got velocity and acceleration. In addition, the high intensity contrast
between myocardium and ventricular blood pool allows a rough segmentation of the blood
pools based on the thresholding. Figure 3b shows the estimation left and right ventricular
volumes in end-diastole state. By computing left and right ventricles volumes for all 30
frames we could get the left and right ventricular volume curves for a cardiac cycle.
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We then used the standard power crust algorithm to reconstruct a 3D surface of the first
frame volume. The algorithm is based on the three-dimensional Voronoi diagram and
Delaunay triangulation [13]. Then, for each of the 30 volumes, this surface mesh was
deformed to fit with each of those volumes. We used mean square error to measure the
degree of fitness. Figure 3c shows the generated triangle meshes for end-diastole and end-
systole.

Using these deformable meshes we could observe cardiac vibration by monitoring the
distance of observation point from the nearest mesh vertex, see Figure 3c. This displacement
is an estimation of SCG-displacement at the observation point.

C. 3D Finite Element Electromechanical Model
We used a methodology for obtaining the electromechanical model from structural MRI and
DT-MRI images of a canine heart. The heart geometry, which was obtained from MRI and
DTMRI are described in detail in [14]. The ventricles were then separated from the atria
using a semi-automated method. Trabeculae and papillary muscles were excluded from the
ventricles for better mesh fitting purposes. Finite element meshes were generated by hiring
172 hexahedral finite elements with Hermite basis functions and 356 nodes. After a rough
fitting of the mesh by manually adjusting the nodes, we used the least squares method for
final fitting, see figure 4a. Finally fiber and laminar sheet directions were approximated
from the diffusion tensors using least square method.

The 3D electromechanical model of the canine ventricles used in this study is composed of
two parts, a cardiac mechanics component, and a bidomain electrical component, weakly
coupled via a biophysical model of myofilament dynamics [15]. The mathematical
description of the cardiac tissue in the electrical component of the model is based on the
bidomain representation [16]. The mechanics component is based on continuous models of
passive cardiac mechanics [17]. The circulatory model was incorporated to simulate all
phases of the cardiac cycle [18].

Mechanical boundary conditions were defined by identifying tissue with restricted
movement from animation frames created by cine MRI. It was found that tissue near the
entrance of the pulmonary artery to the right ventricle and at the posterior wall was
stationary. Therefore, we completely fixed the nodes in these locations for the model. In
addition, we restricted the entire ventricular base to movement within a fixed plane. Figure
4b and 4c show contraction of the resulting cardiac mechanics model. Using this finite
element based cardiac mechanics model, we could observe cardiac vibration by monitoring
the acceleration of center of mass of the ventricles which is projected on the axis as shown
in Figure 4a that is the direction from ventricles to accelerometer on the chest. The density
of myocardium and blood were considered identical for simplicity sake. In this case, center
of mass could be calculated by mean of divergence theorem using ventricular surface plus
splines which cover orifices of the ventricles.

III. Results
A. Experimental SCG

After measuring SCG using an accelerometer attached to the sternum, we applied a band
pass filter of [1–30] Hz to eliminate noise, motion artifact, and higher frequency signals
including phonocardiogram. The resulting cleared signal was an ultra low frequency SCG as
shown in Fig. 1. A simultaneous M-mode echocardiogram of the subjects was acquired from
the parasternal long (or short) axis for detection of aortic and mitral valve opening and
closure. Continuous wave Doppler was used in an apical five chamber view for detection of
the peak of rapid systolic ejection; see Figure 2 for an example.
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B. Cine- MRI driven SCG
We first roughly estimated left ventricle/right ventricle volumes by calculating blood pool
using Cine-MRI frames. Figure 5 shows the results of these calculations. Based on an
approach explained in the previous section, we then observed the acceleration of cardiac
movement in an observation point (Figure 3c) by computing second derivative changes of
distance D. We then smoothed the resulted signal to eliminate high frequency noises. In
comparison to the experimental SCG, the derived signal was identical to the SCG signal
shown in figure 1 in all parts except for rapid systolic ejection (RE) and rapid diastolic
filling (RF) waves.

C. Simulation of SCG waves using cardiac mechanics model
We finally simulated a canine heart contraction using the model explained in the previous
section. Figure 4b shows cross-sectional snapshots during contraction with fiber strain. Red
shows stretching, while blue shows contraction. Corresponding left ventricle and right
ventricular volumes are shown in Figure 6. We then estimated cardiac vibration over a
cardiac cycle by computing the center of mass acceleration in the direction shown in Figure
4a. This is different from the Cine-MRI method, which uses the Euclidian distance from the
point of observation. The resulting signal is shown in Figure 6. This signal indicates some of
the main waves in the SCG signal similar to the Cine-MRI findings. It should be mentioned
that canine and human SCG are similar in terms of pattern. In particular iso-volumic
contraction time can be observed as a valley between mitral valve closure and aortic valve
opening.

IV. Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, novel approaches for characterization of SCG waves were proposed and the
obtained preliminary results from the Cine-MRI and 3D finite element methods demonstrate
the possibility of using these modalities for a thorough investigation of SCG signals.

Cine-MRI driven images provide an alternative method to extract cardiac vibrations from
consecutive images and provide us with a new window to look into analysis of the dynamics
of the heart. The similarity of the preliminary results obtained from this methodology to the
signals acquired from subjects gives us hope that the proposed methodology is a useful tool
for such an analysis. The current approach to drive SCG from Cine-MRI using Euclidean
distance does not capture rapid systolic ejection and rapid diastolic waves properly. In Cine-
MRI we can roughly estimate left and right ventricles volume using blood pools, which
might help us in the near future to design an approach that captures these peaks with higher
intensity.

In this study the electromechanical model indicated the cardiac events of iso-volumic
contraction, relaxation periods and rapid filling. The same findings were agreed by Cine-
MRI results, except for rapid filling. The model of SCG is the first model which is based on
a 3D cardiac mechanics model with a realistic anatomy and tension generated by cardiac
myofiliments.

The findings of Cine-MRI and cardiac mechanics model can be studied and confirmed with
the results acquired from Echocardiograph images as has been proposed in this study.
Compared to experimental measurements using an accelerometer, the Cine-MRI and cardiac
mechanics model enables us to easily compute 3D cardiac vibrations in different observation
points. It is expensive and time consuming to obtain similar information using multiple
accelerometers and echocardiogram. Using image and model based modalities to reconstruct
SCG would enable us to study the effect of arrhythmia and also respiration on the SCG
signal’s morphology. For instance, disabling a sub-volume of deformable mesh in these
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modalities allows us to simulate ischemic cases. Other pathological cases could be simulated
with these modalities as well, which is not possible with experimental measurement using
accelerometers.

In close future, we will aim to assess segmental myocardial deformation and relative
circumferential shortening strain from the Cine-MRI dataset using techniques explained in
[19 and 20], which is vital in order to study pathological cases. In the near future we will be
starting another study to apply our algorithms, as used in Cine-MRI to 3D+time
Echocardiograph images, which allow us to record ECG/SCG simultaneously and tag
cardiac events on the SCG signal. In parallel, we will extend our electromechanical model
from canine to human.
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Figure 1.
A cycle of ECG (top) and SCG (bottom) signals and the sequence of cardiac events.
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Figure 2.
the simultaneous continuous Doppler, SCG (blue) and ECG (green) signals of a healthy
heart.
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Figure 3.
Cine-MRI based 3D model: a) Different views of Snakes based segmentation; b) Rough
Estimation of left/right ventricle volumes in end-diastole; c) End-diastolic and end-systolic
states of the ventricles obtained from cine MRI. Line labeled with D shows how we could
use these deformable meshes to capture acceleration of cardiac vibrations by computing
second derivative of D’s displacement changes over mesh deforms.
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Figure 4.
Cardiac mechanics model: a) generated finite element mesh (anterior view). Arrow shows
axis in which projection of acceleration for the center of mass was calculated; b) Cross-
sectional snapshots during contraction with fiber strain (FS). Red shows stretching, while
blue shows contraction. c) The anterior wall of the ventricles at end-diastole (ED) and end-
systole (ES). Thick, black lines were included to make the twisting effect more obvious.
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Figure 5.
Cine-MRI results: Rough Estimation of left/right ventricular volumes and driven SCG in an
observation point shown in Figure 3c.
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Figure 6.
Cardiac mechanics model results: a) applied left and right ventricular volumes; b) Center of
mass acceleration in the direction shown in Figure 4a.
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